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-RVIEPIWXEXIXLIWMXYEXMSRMWHMͷIVIRX
For example, real estate asset
managers currently do not feel the
need for real-time energy consumption
KYVIW EPXLSYKLXLMWQE]GLERKI
in response to new regulation, like
the upcoming amendment to the EU
)RIVK])ͺGMIRG](MVIGXMZI ))( 
Rental contracts are mostly stable and
do not change unexpectedly overnight.
Transactions are not executed in realtime and are not made in response
to rapidly-changing information.
Therefore, many initial ideas for
digitalisation that were adopted from
other industries did not meet the
requirements of the real estate market.
As a result there has been some
HMWMPPYWMSRQIRXEFSYXXLIYRJYPPPIH
promises that were claimed for
digitalisation. As just one example,
there is now much less excitement
about the possibilities of blockchain
technology, according to an
assessment by the Foundation for
International Blockchain and Real
Estate Expertise (FIBREE).
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A reason for this is that many
experts in digital technology did not
understand the business of real estate
management. Often, the concepts for
digitalisation in real estate were based
on ideas that worked well for industries
PMOIFEROMRKERHRERGI[LIVIHEXE
(e.g., in the form of indices, stock
values, currency exchange rates and
interest rates) is widely available and
the need for real-time information was
an obvious use case for data-driven
technology.

EXPECTATIONS

Digitalisation is not new anymore.
For quite some time, industries such
as retail, transport and industrial
manufacturing have embraced the
potential of digital technology and new
ways of collaboration. Those sectors
have all undergone disruption to
some extent. In the real estate asset
management industry too, there was
hype surrounding digitalisation some
years ago, but attention and interest
are now less than they were.

Figure 5: Use of blockchain technology in real estate in Germany, the Netherlands, Canada
and the USA
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According to the Gartner Hype Cycle Theory of the stages in the life cycle of technology,
following the current ’Trough of Disillusionment’, a time will come when new ideas
emerge that are thought through much better and are more market-ready (the ‘Slope of
)RPMKLXIRQIRX̽ 8LIVMWISJXSOIRMWIHEWWIXTPEXJSVQWXSSͷIVEQSVIHMVIGXERHIͺGMIRX
way of investing in real estate assets may be an example of this, when they can deliver on
XLITVSQMWISJKVIEXIVIͺGMIRG]ERHPS[IVGSWXWERHXLITISTPIVYRRMRKXLITPEXJSVQW
have the relevant industry know-how to select and manage the assets.
Another reason why digital transformation in real estate asset management is not as
advanced as in other industries is that there are more external parties involved (for
example, property managers, facility managers, valuers, due diligence providers, brokers)
and ownership of data is widely dispersed. Therefore it is not as easy to create a digital
ecosystem, which is often a key feature of successful digitalisation.
Nonetheless, some actual use cases have emerged, many of them around automated
communication and research supported by the latest AI technology. These are targeting
an easier, faster and better execution of real estate core processes and the smarter use of
data.
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How conversational AI is boosting
service excellence with intelligent
and customer-centric automation

The real estate industry is facing major
GLERKIWEWHMKMXEPXIGLRSPSK]ERHSͷIVMRKW
increasingly change the way people live
and work. Tenant expectations for more
real-time and high-quality services are
a major challenge. While chatbots are
EPVIEH]MRYWIGYVVIRXZIVWMSRWSͷIVSRP]
limited functionality and little technical
sophistication. What is needed instead
are so-called ‘intelligent virtual assistants’,
which are built for purpose, have a rich set
of capabilities and are integrated into the
end-to-end processes of the enterprise,
while simultaneously acting as an interface
within the entire real estate ecosystem.
What we are seeing in the market is a
new approach to customer experience
as digitalization is taking capabilities and
requirements to an enhanced level. Clientcentric services and valuable customer
experiences have always been drivers for
success, but the alignment of technology
and business models with customer needs
is increasingly a key factor.
A customer’s choice of a product or
service is still based largely on personal
experience, but personal contact is no
longer the major success factor in many
processes; and easy and simple contact
channels, 24/7 availability, fast response
times and a low error rate are more
relevant customer requirements in the
digital age.
For some time now, service desk
automation and conversational AI
technology have been able to deliver a
valuable experience for users; however,
this can only be achieved if the use of AI

goes beyond a static Q&A chatbot. It can
be used instead as a personalised agent
with the ability to perform tasks and trigger
events. In some cases, an AI-enabled
assistant can act as an intelligent advisor
IKTVSZMHMRKXEVKIXKVSYTWTIGMG
and geo-enabled recommendations).
In the future add-on services like these
GSYPHQEOIEFMKHMͷIVIRGIMRVIEPIWXEXI
management, just as they do in online
retailing.
Within the real estate industry, some
companies have already started to develop
conversational AI to provide value-adding
experiences, improve tenant satisfaction
ERHGSPPEFSVEXIQSVIIͺGMIRXP][MXL
service providers along the value chain.
However, many existing conversational
AI service solutions still lack maturity or
scalability.
Key factors for the successful introduction
of conversational AI are a combination of
digital and real estate industry knowledge
and experience, suitable resources from
the diverse technology landscape, and
giving proper consideration to the target
operating model, existing IT infrastructure
and processes of real estate companies.
However, in most cases asset managers are
not yet fully prepared for implementing or
QEMRXEMRMRKGSQTVILIRWMZI%-SͷIVMRKW
To meet requirements of the real
estate market, virtual assistants and
the underlying digital service platforms
should be integrated into the real estate
ecosystem. The greater the number of
relevant stakeholders within the process
cycle participate, the better. This becomes
much easier if the virtual assistant covers
the real estate processes from end to end.

A challenge, however, is the need for
a comprehensive understanding of all
YRHIVP]MRKVIEPIWXEXIWTIGMG[SVOS[W
and tasks. The virtual assistant needs to
provide open interfaces for connectivity,
for example to ERP systems, individual
databases, CRM/ ticketing systems,
apps, smart devices and external service
providers. With single vendor solutions
or ‘closed shop’ systems, there is a risk
of getting stuck in a functional niche,
EWXLI]QMKLXRSXFII\MFPIIRSYKLXS
integrate with services from an evergrowing universe of micro services, whose
relevance to digital systems will increase
over time.
With applied conversational AI and
intelligent automation, a wide range
of suitable and easily-accessible
communication channels become available
(via the web, app, voice, smart speaker,
smart watch and so on) for tenants to get
in contact with the responsible property
and asset managers. As the number of
communications increases, digitalization
will be essential to process them speedily
ERHIͺGMIRXP]-X[MPPEPWSJVIIYTXMQIJSV
subject matter experts to deal with more
value-adding tasks like tenant acquisition
and key tenant relationships, while virtual
assistants are working on the simpler and
more routine tenant matters.
Implementing virtual assistants is an
SRKSMRKEGXMZMX]RSXESRISͷXEWO-X
requires robust monitoring and analysis of
all interactions with a view to continuous
improvements in capabilities, functions and
HMEPSKYIS[W
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Knowing what others don’t:
Enhanced predictive analytics
with transfer learning

In the real estate sector, the availability and
interpretation of the right information is
critically important, but unfortunately data
MW[MHIP]HMWTIVWIHERHHMͺGYPXXSKEXLIV
and analyse. Poor data quality and the
absence of market data for benchmarking
are severe problems that cannot be
solved by simple research, and common
prediction models cannot close the gaps.
3RISJXLIQSWXWMKRMGERXKETWMWXLI
lack of data to assess macro- and micro
locations. While there is often plenty
of available market information for the
macro-locations of the world’s biggest
cities, there is much less data for assessing
smaller cities or single city districts. This is
particularly relevant for retail assets, where
the district or the zip-code-area of a city is
MRWYͺGMIRXP]KVERYPEVXSEWWIWWEPSGEXMSR
EWMXWUYEPMX]QMKLXHMͷIV[LIR]SYWMQTP]
cross sides of the road.
The solution: Based on market data,
MRHYWXV]WTIGMGPSKMG IKGSRHMXMSRW
and drivers for real estate market rents
or purchase prices) and geographical
characteristics, it is now possible to create
and ‘train’ suitable prediction models
by means of machine learning and AItechnology. AI-based transfer learning can
remove blind spots in market data and so
can help to predict values where everyone
else is missing data. But let’s start from the
beginning.…
During the past years there have been
many articles about data and analytics,
and their impact on business value. Data
is the ‘new oil’ for many industries and the
transparency it provides is key to keeping
track on the business and competing within
challenging environments.
When it comes to data management in
the real estate sector, there are still major
challenges. Often, the required data is
simply not available, not up-to-date, or is
lacking in quality. In addition, access to data
can be quite expensive, not of the same
standard for every location, and often
RSX̼XJSVTYVTSWI̽ IKRSXWYͺGMIRXP]
granular, or in need of further adjustment/
enrichment).
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External real estate market data, for
example social demographics, rents,
purchase prices and geographical pointsSJMRXIVIWXW 43-W MWYWIHMRQER]HMͷIVIRX
ways, such as valuation, sale/ purchase of
properties, contracting, negotiations, risk
analysis and planning. However the data is
poor quality, it is incomplete, and there are
time lags in collecting it.
Therefore, in today’s market a key
HMͷIVIRXMEXSVFIX[IIRVIEPIWXEXI
managers (and so a key challenge for them)
is their ability to select and apply models,
processes, methodologies and tools to
manage and analyse data and to leverage
the insights obtained.
Data analytics cannot fully resolve the
problem of poor quality or missing market
data, and suitable workarounds often
MRZSPZIMRIͷIGXMZIXMQIGSRWYQMRKERH
error-prone manual work. In most cases
XLIWIEHHMXMSREPIͷSVXWHSRSXTVSZMHI
much better numbers, or may even create
personal bias that weakens the results.
'SQTERMIWXLEXEVIQEWXIVMRKXLMWIPH
are using data analytics enhanced with
additional geographical features (e.g. digital
twins of cities), deep learning capabilities
and functional prediction models. In this
kind of set-up ‘transfer learning’ takes
predictive analytics to a new level and
bridges the gap between the required data
quality and traditional research, with all its
VIPEXIHIͷSVXWERHGSWXW
Transfer learning leverages the knowledge
gained while solving one problem and
ETTP]MRKMXXSEHMͷIVIRXFYXVIPEXIH
problem (e.g., prediction of a target rent
and/or environmental parameters for
a blind spot without suitable market
benchmarks).
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But how are data gaps closed and
missing values predicted? A key
requirement is to gather as much
relevant data as possible and make it
available centrally, and then to enhance
it with a geographical context (i.e., it can
now be ‘geo-processed’). Digital twins of
cities can be created, consisting of both
static data (e.g., points of interest, socio
demographics, public infrastructure)
and dynamic data (e.g., movement
patterns, social media, weather data),
and enriched with data relevant to
WTIGMGFYWMRIWWIW IKVIWMHIRXMEP
VIXEMPSVSͺGIVIEPIWXEXI 7XEXISJXLI
art machine learning (deep learning) and
prediction models can then be applied to
reveal hidden insights with a high level of
accuracy.
What does this mean for a common use
case like deriving reliable target rents
for assets in their micro-location or
even their direct immediate area? The
TVIHMGXMSRQSHIPMWGETEFPISJRHMRK
HMͷIVIRXPSGEXMSRWJSV[LMGLWMQMPEV
problems have been solved, and have
similar geo/ market characteristics, or
can reveal patterns resulting from past
data. By means of transfer learning,
predictive analytics is able to provide a
target rent even for those areas where
RSWYͺGMIRXVIJIVIRGIHEXEMWEZEMPEFPI
Instead of simply applying the respective
comparable rent to the target locations,
VIKMSREPWTIGMGWERHTVMGIPIZIPWEVI
also taken into account. For the most
IͺGMIRXYWISJWYGLTVIHMGXMSRQSHIPW
they can be embedded directly in
the relevant asset or real estate fund
management software, feed planning or
risk models, enrich reports, and create
individual visualisations (via APIs), to
allow a high degree of re-usage and
standardisation.
Enhanced predictive analytics and
transfer learning are at an early stage of
development and further improvements
are needed to unleash their full
potential. Eventually however the timeERHGSWXMRXIRWMZIIͷSVXWSJKEXLIVMRK
data manually or building workarounds
should eventually be a thing of the past.
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Industry outlook

Real estate asset management is not where
many experts once thought it would be.
%GSQFMREXMSRSJMREXIHTVSQMWIWERH
weak ideas created some disillusionment
across the industry.
It is unlikely that there will ever be the same
degree of extensive disruption in the real
estate market from digitalisation that have
occurred in retail, media and passenger
transport. Existing PropTechs have gained
relevant market share in some sub-markets
(e.g., accommodation services), but are far
JVSQGVIEXMRKEWYͺGMIRXQEVOIXMQTEGXXS
threaten established players. However the
real estate industry has an opportunity to
RHS[R[E]WSJYXMPMWMRKXLITSXIRXMEPSJ
conversational AI, predictive analytics and
connected digital ecosystems, to deliver a
FIXXIVERHQSVIIͺGMIRXXIRERXWIVZMGI
Digitalisation will lead to the availability
of more and better structured data.
Understanding of real estate markets and
portfolios will be better and more detailed.
Automation of repetitive tasks, like the
creation of service charge statements, or
additional services such as pay-per-use of
assets, are already a reality. Also, it will be
56

easier to provide senior management and
investors with more relevant data, including
market and portfolio insights.
The steering and monitoring of property
managers and other service providers will
become easier as real estate is available in
near real time and comparability between
servicers is facilitated. Data availability
combined with machine learning leads to
more accurate predictive maintenance.
Digitalisation will lead to more and better
structured data availability. Understanding
of real estate markets and portfolios will
be more accurate and more detailed.
Automation of repetitive tasks, like the
creation of service charge statements, or
additional services such as pay-per-use
of assets are already a practical reality.
Also, it will be easier to provide senior
management and investors with more
relevant data, including market and
portfolio insights.

Moreover , the steering and monitoring
of property managers and other
service providers becomes easier as
real estate is available in near real-time
and comparability between servicers is
facilitated. Data availability combined with
machine learning leads to more accurate
predictive maintenance.
;IEVIRS[WIIMRKXLIVWX̼PMZIGEWIW̽
beyond small installations of technology
silos (apps that deliver one feature, but
don’t enhance the overall business). It is
highly likely that these technologies will gain
a bigger market share, because – besides
XLISFZMSYWTSWMXMZIIͷIGXWSRTVSGIWW
IͺGMIRG]ERHZEPYIKIRIVEXMSR̸VIKYPEXSV]
needs and investor demands will increase
the demand for better-quality information
and predictions. In addition, the demand
for ESG-friendly assets, investments and
companies will lead to a need for better
data quality and transparency, and greater
data frequency. The EU amending Directive
SR)RIVK])ͺGMIRG] ))( [LMGL[MPP
give tenants the right to faster and more
accurate information on their energy
consumption, is just the next, but surely
RSXXLIREPWXITMRXLEXHMVIGXMSR
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Infobox

Conversational AI

'SRZIVWEXMSREPW]WXIQW[LMGLGSQFMRIREXYVEPPERKYEKITVSGIWWMRK%- EVXMGMEPMRXIPPMKIRGI ERH
machine learning to understand and respond to free-form text or voice – in an engaging and
personalised manner.

Chatbot

Computer programs that maintain a conversation with a user in natural language, understand the user’s
MRXIRXERHWIRHVIWTSRWIWFEWIHSRXLISVKERMWEXMSRWFYWMRIWWVYPIWERHHEXE'LEXFSXWYWIEVXMGMEP
intelligence to process language, enabling them to understand human speech and to mimic
conversations with real people.

Deep learning

7YFWIXSJQEGLMRIPIEVRMRKERHEVXMGMEPMRXIPPMKIRGIXLEXMQMXEXIWXLI[SVOMRKWSJXLILYQERFVEMRMR
processing data and creating patterns for use in decision making.

Transfer learning

Type of deep learning that leverages the knowledge gained while solving one problem and applying it to
EHMͷIVIRXFYXVIPEXIHTVSFPIQ

Digital twin of a city

Comprehensive set of centralised data which provides a digital replica of a city and its geographic
environment (e.g., points of interests, infrastructure, real estate, social demographics, movement
patterns, etc.)

Geo-processing

3TIVEXMSRWERHWIXSJKISKVETLMGMRJSVQEXMSRW]WXIQW +-7 XSSPWXSQERMTYPEXIERHEREP]WIWTEXMEP
data and related information (e.g., geographic feature overlay, selection and analysis, topology or faster
processing).

Functional prediction model

%-HVMZIRWIXSJTVIHMGXMZITEXXIVRWERHPSKMGXLEXLEWFIIRHIWMKRIHFYMPXERHXVEMRIHJSVEWTIGMG
functional purpose, data analysis or decision process.
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